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Caveat

One of the benefits of today's session is that you 
will hear firsthand from one of the PCAOB Board 
members and numerous PCAOB staff. You should 
keep in mind, though, that when we share our 
views they are those of the speaker alone, and do 
not necessarily reflect the views of the Board, its 
members or staff.  Therefore, unless it is clear that 
the Board has authorized the statement, you 
should not attribute it to the Board or staff.
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What We Will Cover

� Auditor’s Reporting Model

� Auditor Independence and Audit Firm Rotation

� Improving Transparency Through Disclosure of 
Engagement Partner and Certain Other 
Participants in Audits

� Communications with Audit Committees

� Related Parties

� Other Standard-Setting Activities



Auditor’s Reporting Model

� On June 21, 2011, the Board issued a concept release on possible changes to 
the auditor’s reporting model.

� The concept release was influenced by outreach conducted by the staff of the 
Office of the Chief Auditor from October 2010 through March 2011 with investors, 
auditors, preparers, audit committee members, and others.

� The concept release discusses four alternatives for changing the auditor’s 
reporting model (auditor’s discussion and analysis, required and expanded use of 
emphasis paragraphs, auditor assurance on other information outside the financial 
statements, and clarification of language in the standard auditor’s report).

� The Board hosted a roundtable on September 15, 2011 to discuss the alternatives in 
the concept release.

� The comment period ended on September 30, 2011; 155 comment letters received.

� PCAOB planned activities  

� Q3 2012 – Propose standard

� Q2 2013 – Re-propose or final standard



Auditor Independence and Audit Firm 
Rotation

� On August 16, 2011, the Board issued a concept release to solicit public 
comment on ways that auditor independence, objectivity, and professional 
skepticism could be enhanced, including through mandatory rotation of 
audit firms. 

� The concept release invites commenters to respond to specific questions, 
including, for example, whether the Board should consider a rotation 
requirement only for audit tenures of more than 10 years or only for the 
largest issuer audits.

� The concept release also seeks comment on whether there are other 
measures that could meaningfully enhance auditor independence, 
objectivity, and professional skepticism.



Auditor Independence and Audit Firm 
Rotation (continued)

� The Board hosted a public meeting on March 21-22-
2012.

� The comment period closed on December 14, 2011. On 
March 7, 2012, in light of the public meeting hosted by 
the Board on March 21-22, 2012, the comment period 
was reopened until April 22, 2012.

� The staff is analyzing over 650 comment letters received 
to date.



Improving Transparency Through Disclosure 
of Engagement Partner and Certain Other Participants in Audits

� On October 11, 2011, the Board issued proposed 
amendments to improve transparency through 
disclosure of the engagement partner and certain 
other participants in audit reports.

� Investors have requested greater transparency into 
who is performing the audit and how much of the 
audit they have performed.

� The proposed amendments have been informed by 
comments from the Board’s 2009 concept release on 
engagement partner signature.



Improving Transparency (continued)

� The proposed amendments would:

� Require registered public accounting firms to disclose the name of the 
engagement partner in the audit report

� Amend the Board’s Annual Report Form to require registered firms to 
disclose the name of the engagement partner for each audit report 
already required to be reported on the form 

� Require disclosure in the audit report of the names, locations, and 
extent of participation in the audit of other accounting firms and other 
persons that took part in the audit.

� The comment period ended on January 9, 2012; 42 comment 
letters have been received.



Communications with Audit 
Committees
� On March 29, 2010, the Board proposed for comment an auditing 

standard on communications with audit committees; the comment 
period ended on May 28, 2010. 

� Interest in the proposed standard prompted the Board to hold a 
public roundtable on Sept. 21, 2010, which resulted in the Board re-
opening the comment period; the extended comment period ended 
on Oct. 21, 2010.

� On December 20, 2011, the Board re-proposed the standard and 
emphasized  

� Alignment with the Board’s new suite of risk assessment standards.

� Consideration of the applicability of the standard in regard to the 
Board’s new authority for audits of brokers and dealers.

� New requirement for the communication of significant unusual 
transactions. 

� The comment period ended on February 29, 2012.



Related Parties

� On February 28, 2012, the Board proposed for comment an auditing 
standard on Related Parties and amendments to procedures regarding 
significant unusual transactions and a company’s relationships with its 
executive officers. 

� The proposed standard and proposed amendments would address the 
following areas: 

� Evaluating a company’s identification of, accounting for, and disclosure of 
relationships and transactions between the company and its related 
parties.

� Identifying and evaluating a company’s significant unusual transactions.

� Obtaining an understanding of a company’s financial relationships and 
transactions with its executive officers, as part of the auditor’s risk 
assessment.

� The comment period ended on May 31, 2012.



Other Standard-Setting Activities* 

� Confirmation

� Assignment and Documentation of Supervisory 
Responsibilities within a Firm

� Going Concern

� Audits of Brokers and Dealers

� Auditing Supplemental Information

* Activities subject to change based on emerging issues



Other Standard-Setting Activities*

� Using the Work of Other Independent 
Auditors

� Specialists

� Fair Value Measurements and Other 
Accounting Estimates

� Third-Party Pricing Sources

� Quality Control Standards

� Codification of Auditing Standards

* Activities subject to change based on emerging issues



Keeping Current with 
Standard-Related 
Activities



Keeping Current with Standard-Related 
Activities
� Our Web site – http://www.pcaobus.org/Standards/Pages/default.aspx

� PCAOB standards and related rules, including interim standards

� PCAOB proposed standards

� Staff Questions and Answers

� Staff Audit Practice Alerts

� Standing Advisory Group

� Contact us at info@pcaobus.org

� Sign up for the PCAOB Updates service to receive a 
notification via e-mail that briefly describes significant 
new postings to our Web site at:

http://pcaobus.org/About/Pages/Subscribe.aspx



Questions?
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Pre-Dodd-Frank—Broker-Dealers

� Sarbanes-Oxley provided that auditors of 
broker-dealers would be required to register 
with the PCAOB 

� SEC provided an exemption from this oversight 
until December 2008

� For fiscal years ending after 12/31/08, broker-
dealers’ financial statements were required to 
be audited by a PCAOB-registered firm

� Dodd-Frank extended PCAOB’s authority to 
include oversight of auditors of broker-dealers



Office of Outreach and Small Business 
Liaison

� Established on December 15, 2010

� Formalized and centralized currently existing small 
business initiatives

� Small business forums

� Outreach to smaller firms and issuers

� New functions

� Outreach to the broker-dealer community including forums for 
auditors of broker-dealers

� Central point of contact:

� for questions about the Board’s activities

� identifying areas where information related to the Board’s work is   
not well understood

� Suggesting actions to address these areas



Office of Outreach Contact Information

� Outreach@PCAOBUS.ORG

� 202-591-4135



Dodd-Frank--Funding

� Funding
� The Act provides that the Board must allocate the 

accounting support fee equitably among not only 
issuers but also brokers and dealers (see section 
109(d))

� The Board may establish different classes of issuers 
and of brokers and dealers for funding purposes 
(sections 109(g) and 109(h)(2))

� The amount due from a broker or dealer must be in 
proportion to the net capital of the broker or dealer 
(before or after any adjustments), compared to the 
total net capital of all brokers and dealers (before or 
after any adjustments), in accordance with the rules 
of the Board (see section 109(h)(3))



Funding Rules

� Fee is  based on “tentative net capital,” which under the 
SEC’s Rules is net capital before deducting certain 
securities haircuts and charges for certain commodities 
transactions (see SEC Rule 15c3-1(c)(15)). 

� A class of brokers and dealers, each with tentative net 
capital less than $5 million, would be allocated a share 
of zero. 

� Represents 86% of FINRA registered brokers and dealers or 
1.1% of the industry’s total net capital

� 640/4,600 FINRA B-Ds would share in the fee

� Funding rules adopted by PCAOB on June 14, 2011 and 
approved by the SEC on August 18, 2011



Fee Summary

� Registration Application Fees Paid by Firms

� 0-49 issuer audit clients--$500

� 50-100 issuer audit clients--$3000

� 101-1000 issuer audit clients--$29,000

� 1001 issuer audit clients and up--$390,000

� Annual Fees Paid by Firms

� More than 500 issuer clients and more than 10,000 personnel--
$100,000

� More than 200 issuer clients and more than 1000 personnel--$25,000

� All other firms $500

� Accounting Support Fee (ASF)

� Paid by issuers—approximately 93% of 2011 total ASF

� Paid by broker-dealers—approximately 7% of total ASF 



Dodd-Frank--Inspections

• Dodd-Frank expanded the PCAOB’s inspection authority
to include audits of registered securities brokers and
dealers.

• Gave PCAOB the authority to:

• Differentiate among different classes of broker-dealers

• Consider whether different inspection schedules would be 
appropriate with respect to auditors that issue audit reports 
only for brokers or dealers that do not receive, handle, or hold 
customer securities or cash or are not members of the 
Securities Investor Protection Corporation (section 
104(a)(2)(B))

• Exempt any public accounting firm from such an inspection
program, the firm would not be required to register with the
Board (section 104(a)(2)(D))



Temporary Inspection Rule: Interim Program

� Establish an interim program to begin inspection work 
on audits of broker-dealers 

� Focus on assessing compliance with the rules and 
standards that applied at the time the audit work was 
done

� Pursuant to SEC statement, audits continue to be 
performed in accordance with GAAS

� Applicable rules and standards may change during this 
interim program if SEC proposed amendments to Rule 
17a-5 requiring auditors of broker-dealers to use PCAOB 
standards are adopted as final rules



Temporary Inspection Rule: Interim Program

� Assist in making fully informed judgments 
about the scope of permanent rules

� Differentiate among classes of B-Ds

� Establish minimum inspection frequency

� Temporary inspection rule adopted by 
PCAOB on June 14, 2011 and approved 
by SEC on August 18, 2011



Interim Inspection Program Output

� Annual report on significant observations 
obtained during the inspections

� These reports would not be firm specific

� Identify and address with the inspected firm 
any significant issues in its audit work 

� Where appropriate, information about potential 
violations by brokers or dealers would be 
referred to the SEC and other authorities

� May lead to an investigation or disciplinary 
proceedings regarding the conduct of the firm



Proposed Standards Related to Audits of 
Broker-Dealers

� On June 15, 2011 the SEC proposed amendments to 
Rule 17a-5 regarding the annual reporting by broker-
dealers.

� The proposed amendments include requiring:
� Audits to be performed under PCAOB standards.

� To require the annual report of a broker-dealer to include a 
financial report and a compliance report or an exemption 
report.
� The proposing release to the 17a-5 amendments includes 

discussion of a transition period for certain carrying brokers or 
dealers with fiscal years ending on or after 12/15/2011 but before 
9/15/2012 who are required to file compliance reports with the 
SEC.  During this transition period the assertion regarding internal 
control over compliance would be a point-in-time assertion as of 
the date of the compliance report, rather than covering the 
broker’s or dealer’s entire fiscal year.

� Proposed amendments not yet adopted by SEC



Proposed Standards Related to Audits of 
Broker-Dealers

� On July 12, 2011 the PCAOB proposed 
three standards

� Examination Engagements Regarding 
Compliance Reports of Brokers and Dealers 

� Review Engagements Regarding Exemption 
Reports of Brokers and Dealers

� Auditing Supplemental Information 
Accompanying Audited Financial Statements



Proposed Standards Related to Audits of 
Broker-Dealers

� The proposed attestation standards would apply to the 
examination and review engagements described in the 
amendments to Rule 17a-5 and include amendments to 
AS No. 7 to require an engagement quality review be  
performed for these engagements.

� Both standards establish tailored requirements designed 
specifically for the examination and review engagement 
required by SEC Proposed Rule 17a-5.

� Both standards require coordination with the audit of 
the financial statements including the supporting 
schedules.



Auditing Supplemental Information Accompanying 
Audited Financial Statements

� The proposed audit standard, Auditing 
Supplemental Information Accompanying 
Audited Financial Statements, would apply 
when the auditor of the financial statements is 
engaged to audit and report on supplemental 
information that accompanies audited financial 
statements.

� Examples of supplemental information would 
include the supporting schedules required by 
SEC Rule 17a-5 for broker-dealers. 
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Key Proposed Amendments to Conform PCAOB 
Rules and Forms to the Dodd-Frank Act

� Definition of audit committee (Rule 3501)

� Overall framework (Rules 3502 and 3520)

� Contingent fees (Rule 3521)

� Tax transactions (Rule 3522)

� Tax services for persons in a financial reporting 
oversight role (Rule 3523)

� Communications with audit committees concerning 
independence (Rule 3526)

� PCAOB independence rules applicable to auditors of 
issuers but not to auditors of brokers and dealers 
(Rules 3524 and 3525)

� Deferred compliance date for Rules 3521-3526



Rules on Periodic Reporting by Registered Public 
Accounting Firms--Annual Reporting

Form 2 includes –

� General information concerning the firm

� Audit clients and audit reports *

� Offices and affiliations

� Personnel

� Certain relationships

� Acquisitions

� Affirmation of consent

� Proposed Amendments

*Currently only applicable to issuer reports



Rules on Periodic Reporting by Registered Public 
Accounting Firms--Special Reporting

Form 3 triggering events and disclosures include –

� Name change

� Audit reports (withdrawn a report or consent*, or 
crossed 100 issuer threshold) 

� Certain legal proceedings

� Bankruptcy

� Certain relationships

� Licenses and certifications

� Changes in the firm’s Board contact person

*Currently only applicable to issuer reports



Reporting Rules on Succeeding to a Predecessor 
Firm’s Registration Status

� The rules provide for:

� A form to be filed (Form 4),

� Within14 days after the event, 

� With certain representations

� Continuity of registration is automatic, 
without the need for Board action.

� If deadline for filing Form 4 is not met, 
the registration process using Form 1 will 
be required along with Board action.



Confidential Treatment Requests

� Confidential Treatment Requests are more limited on 
these forms than on the registration application form

� Board has determined that certain information will never qualify

� In practice, this means no check box is available to request 
confidential treatment

� To request confidential treatment:

� Firm must represent that information is not public AND

� Firm must provide a detailed explanation of how the information is 
proprietary OR

� Firm must provide a detailed explanation of how the information is 
protected from public disclosure by applicable law, and must 
provide a publicly available citation to or a copy of the law



Questions?
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Objectives

� Provide a briefing of select FASB/IASB standards and 
projects1

� Overarching objective is to highlight potential auditing 
implications that may arise from these standards and projects

� Increased use of fair value measurements, estimates and 
judgments, as well as a greater emphasis on disclosure 
objectives and related disclosure principles

� Emphasize the importance of appropriate planning and robust 
documentation to address the potential auditing implications of 
these standards and projects

� Focus is not on mastering the GAAP details of these standards 
and projects

1 The SEC and the FASB are the ultimate authorities on US GAAP. The PCAOB has no authority with respect to the
meaning or interpretation of US GAAP.
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Agenda

1.  Active Joint FASB/IASB Standards Projects

2.  Testing Goodwill for Impairment (Topic 350)

3.  Revenue Recognition (Topic 605) 

4.  Leases (Topic 840)
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Active Joint FASB/IASB 
Standards Projects

42



Active Joint FASB/IASB Standards Projects1:
2012

1Q 2Q 2H

Accounting for Financial Instruments:

Impairment
Exposure 
Draft2

Classification and Measurement
Exposure 
Draft2

Hedging

Consolidation: Policy and Procedures

Investment Companies
Roundtable 
Discussions

Final 
ASU

Revenue Recognition
Roundtable 
Discussions

Leases
Exposure
Draft

Insurance Contracts
Exposure 
Draft

1 The information presented herein reflects the most current status of the active joint FASB/IASB Standards Projects as of June 12, 2012 and is subject to
change. Please refer to the FASB website (http://www.fasb.org/jsp/FASB/Page/SectionPage&cid=1218220137074) for the most up-to-date information.

2 The FASB is continuing to redeliberate the issues in this project and once those redeliberations are completed, the FASB likely will decide whether to
reexpose those decisions for public comment. However, official positions are reached by the FASB only after extensive due process and deliberations. At
a minimum, before issuing the final document, the FASB intends to expose for public comment the proposed amendments to the FASB Accounting
Standards Codification® (as required by the FASB’s Rules of Procedure).
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Testing Goodwill for Impairment
(Topic 350)
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Testing Goodwill for Impairment

� New qualitative assessment

� ASU 2011-08 was issued in September 2011 allowing issuers 
to elect to qualitatively assess goodwill before performing Step 
1 under pre-existing guidance

� If it is more likely than not (i.e., > 50%)—based on an 
analysis of relevant events and circumstances—that the 
carrying value of goodwill exceeds its fair value, then 
proceed to Step 1

� Offers flexibility and the opportunity to reduce cost and 
complexity of testing goodwill for impairment

� Option to bypass qualitative assessment and proceed directly 
to Step 1 also exists
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Notes

1. An entity has the unconditional option to skip
the qualitative assessment and proceed directly
to performing Step 1, except in the
circumstance where a reporting unit has a
carrying amount that is zero or negative.

2. An entity having a reporting unit with a carrying
amount that is zero or negative would proceed
directly to Step 2 if it determines, as a result of
performing its required qualitative assessment,
that it is more likely than not that a goodwill
impairment exists. To perform Step 2, an entity
must calculate the fair value of a reporting unit.



Testing Goodwill for Impairment

� Relevant events and circumstances to consider when 
applying a qualitative assessment include:

� Macroeconomics

� Industry and market conditions

� Cost factors

� Overall financial performance

� Other relevant entity-specific events

� Events affecting a reporting unit

� Sustained decrease in share price
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Testing Goodwill for Impairment

� Does not converge US GAAP and IFRS goodwill 
impairment testing models

� Effective January 1, 2012 for calendar year-end 
issuers with early adoption permitted

� Qualitative assessment does not currently apply to 
indefinite-lived intangible assets, although the FASB 
recently released a proposed ASU with a consistent 
approach
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Testing Goodwill for Impairment

Potential audit implications 

� Substantial amount of management judgment

� Documentation not required by an entity when performing a 
qualitative assessment

� However, as noted in its basis for conclusions (BC24), the FASB still 
intends for an entity to make a positive assertion about its conclusion 
reached and factors considered

� Basic obligations also still exist under the SEC’s books and records 
rules

� In accordance with Auditing Standard No. 3, audit documentation 
should be prepared in sufficient detail to provide a clear 
understanding of its purpose, source, and the conclusions reached

� Audit documentation remains a frequent inspection comment area. 
This new ASU will likely place additional pressure on documenting 
the auditor’s assessment of an entity’s conclusions around goodwill.
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Testing Goodwill for Impairment

Potential audit implications (continued)

� Entities are not required to calculate a reporting unit’s fair value, 
however recent fair value calculations will still be important to 
consider

� Lack of “cushion” between a reporting unit’s fair value and book value 
may lead to heightened sensitivity to adverse changes in relevant 
events and circumstances

� Auditors may need to test quantitative data to support qualitative 
assessments

� Many of the prescribed events and circumstances are inherently 
subjective in nature

� Qualitative assessment may be used on some reporting units, but 
not others

� Consideration of internal controls over a qualitative assessment
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Revenue Recognition
(Topic 605) 
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Revenue Recognition

� The proposed standard is a contract-based asset and liability 
approach in which revenue is recognized when an entity 
satisfies its obligations to its customers, which occurs when 
control of an asset (whether a good or service) transfers to the 
customer.

� Eliminates industry-specific guidance and replaces revenue 
recognition rules that originated among many different sources 
of GAAP, such as SEC, FASB, EITF, and AICPA accounting 
literature. IFRS provides very broad, limited guidance.

� Differs from current practice and would require more judgment, 
estimates, and enhanced disclosures. 

� Use of estimated selling prices would in certain instances result 
in earlier revenue recognition (e.g., not all contingencies would 
need to be resolved).
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Main Provisions of Exposure Draft (ED Summary, page 2)

� The core principle of this proposed guidance is that an entity should 
recognize revenue to depict the transfer of promised goods or services to 
customers in an amount that reflects the consideration to which the entity 
expects to be entitled in exchange for those goods or services.

� To achieve that core principle, an entity would apply all of the following 
steps:

� Step 1: Identify the contract with the customer

� Step 2: Identify the separate performance obligations in the contract

� Step 3: Determine the transaction price

� Step 4: Allocate the transaction price to the separate performance 
obligations in the contract

� Step 5: Recognize revenue when (or as) the entity satisfies a 
performance obligation

Revenue Recognition 53
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Performance obligations

� Separate performance obligation in a contract only if it is 
“distinct”:

� Entity regularly sells the good or service separately

� Customer can benefit from good or service on its own

� Not distinct if:

� Goods or services are highly interrelated

� Goods or services are modified or customized to fulfill contract

� Practical expedient

� Distinct performance obligations which have the same pattern of 
transfer to customer accounted for as a single contract

Revenue Recognition 54
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Timing and transition

� Revised exposure draft issued in November 2011

� Comment period is closed and the boards have indicated that the 
final standard will have an effective date no earlier than 2015

� Full retrospective application will be required with limited transition 
relief options

Internal control considerations

� Need for comprehensive review of existing contracts, business 
models, company practices, and accounting policies

� Implications on processes, controls, and information technology 
systems

Revenue Recognition 55
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Revenue Recognition 56

Potential audit implications

� Significant judgment needed to apply the principles

� Determining whether a good or service is a separate 
performance obligation (i.e., distinct) 

� Identifying whether a significant financing component 
exists in a contract

� Estimating the transaction price

� Effects of variable consideration at the onset and on an 
ongoing basis

� Time value of money

� Observable inputs of stand-alone selling price vs. residual 
approach  
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Revenue Recognition 57

Potential audit implications (continued)

� When a performance obligation is satisfied

� Indicators of transfer of control, including contracts with continuous 
transfer

� Use of terms like “reasonably assured”, “expected”, and 
“reasonably measure”

� Qualitative assessment based on predictive experience

� Collectibility is no longer a revenue recognition criterion

� Whether a bill and hold arrangement is substantive

� No requirement for the vendor to have a specific delivery schedule with the 
customer for revenue recognition

� Judgment around costs included in measuring onerous 
performance obligations

� Whether current systems and internal controls are designed and 
operating effectively under the new standard
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Leases
(Topic 840)
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Leases

Lessee accounting

� The proposal effectively eliminates operating leases with off-balance 
sheet accounting by lessees via a right-of-use-model

� Lessee will recognize a right-of-use asset and a liability for obligation to 
pay lease rentals, both measured at the present value of lease 
payments during the lease term

� Income statement geography and the recognition pattern for lease 
expenses is currently under discussion and research

� Original ED proposed interest-based amortization approach (“front-
loaded”)

� Under consideration is whether to distinguish between “finance” 
and “operating” leases using risk and rewards indicators

� Another approach under consideration is an underlying asset 
approach with amortization based on anticipated consumption of 
the leased asset
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Leases

Lessor accounting

� “Receivable and residual” approach

� Lessor would remove the entire asset from its 
balance sheet and recognize:

� A receivable related to the lessee’s right-of-use asset

� A residual asset for the portion of the asset retained by the 
lessor  

� Exception to this approach provided for leases of 
investment property
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Leases

Lease Term

� Includes fixed non-cancellable term plus any options to extend 
or terminate when a significant economic incentive exists

� Reassessment is required when there is a significant change in 
relevant factors related to significant economic incentives

Variable payments included in lease measurements

� Included:

� All contingencies based on rate or index

� “Disguised” minimum lease payments

� Any portion of residual value guarantees expected to be 
paid

� Excluded:

� Usage or performance-based variable lease payments (e.g., 
tenant sales)
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Leases

Transition

� Target date for issuing a final standard is second half of 
2012

� No effective date has been decided yet, but likely will be 
no earlier than 2015

� Option for full retrospective or modified retrospective 
application

� Full retrospective application would require entities to 
calculate the carrying amounts of all outstanding leases as if 
those leases had always been accounted for in accordance 
with the proposed requirements

� Full retrospective application will likely require early 
consideration and involvement around such things as taking 
an inventory of existing lease arrangements and recasting 
financial statements62



Leases

Potential audit implications

� Whether current systems and internal controls are 
designed and operating effectively under the new 
standard

� Significant judgment and estimates required in 
accounting for renewal options, service/executory 
costs, distinct services, contingent rents, and a need 
for continuous reassessment

� Lack of grandfathering for existing leases

� Extensive data-gathering and analysis will be required of all 
existing and new contracts

� Application of new accounting to previously existing lease 
arrangements may prove challenging
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Leases

Potential audit implications

� If the FASB and IASB decide on an underlying asset 
approach to amortization, this may require judgment 
to estimate consumption and the fair value of the 
underlying asset

� Agreements tied to financial measures (e.g., leverage 
ratios and net income), such as debt covenants and 
performance-based compensation, may be impacted

� For issuers electing full retrospective application, 
challenges may exist for auditors when auditing 
recast financial statements
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Questions?
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Break

(15 minutes)
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Top Ten Inspection Findings, 

Relevant Standards, and 

Case Studies 



PresentersPresentersPresentersPresenters

� Carol Der Garry, Assistant Director, Attorney, Division of 
Enforcement and Investigations

� Alan Skinner, Associate Director, Division of Registration and 
Inspections

� Greg Scates, Office of the Chief Auditor



AgendaAgendaAgendaAgenda

� Summary of Domestic Small Firm Program

� Division of Enforcement and Investigations – Recent Disciplinary 
Proceedings

� Inspection Findings, Relevant Standards, and Case Studies



Summary of Domestic Small Firm ProgramSummary of Domestic Small Firm ProgramSummary of Domestic Small Firm ProgramSummary of Domestic Small Firm Program

� Conducted over 1,400 domestic small firm inspections between 
2004 and 2011

� Inspected over 3,750 issuer audits between 2004 and 2011

� To date, over 1,300 domestic small firm inspection reports have 
been issued final

� Issued “Report on the PCAOB’s 2004, 2005 and 2006 Inspections of 
Domestic Triennially Inspected Firms” (October 22, 2007) 



Top Ten Inspection FindingsTop Ten Inspection FindingsTop Ten Inspection FindingsTop Ten Inspection Findings

� Significant or frequent auditing or quality-control deficiencies were 
observed in -
� Revenue 
� Related-Party Transactions
� Equity Transactions
� Business Combinations and Impairment of Assets
� Going Concern Considerations
� Loans and Accounts Receivable (including allowance accounts)
� Service Organizations
� Use of the Work of Other Auditors
� Use of the Work of Specialists
� Independence 



Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations ----

Recent Settled Disciplinary ProceedingsRecent Settled Disciplinary ProceedingsRecent Settled Disciplinary ProceedingsRecent Settled Disciplinary Proceedings

� Ernst & Young LLP, Jeffrey S. Anderson, CPA, Ronald Butler, Jr., 
CPA, Thomas A. Christie, CPA, and Robert H. Thibault, CPA

� Bentleys Brisbane Partnership and Robert John Forbes, CA
� Peter C. O’Toole, CPA, Darrin G. Estella, CPA and Jacqueline A. 

Higgins, CPA
� Chisholm, Bierwolf, Nilson & Morrill LLC, Todd D. Chisholm, CPA, 

and Troy F. Nilson, CPA
� Price Waterhouse, Bangalore, et al. (PW-India)



Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations ----

Settled Disciplinary ProceedingsSettled Disciplinary ProceedingsSettled Disciplinary ProceedingsSettled Disciplinary Proceedings

Ernst & Young LLP, Jeffrey S. Anderson, CPA, Ronald Butler, Jr., 
CPA, Thomas A. Christie, CPA, and Robert H. Thibault, CPA

Audit Failure Case
� Firm and four of its partners, including one acting in national office role. 

� Failed to properly audit Medicis Pharmaceutical’s returns reserve estimate and accepted non-
GAAP rationale to support the estimate.

� After E&Y’s internal quality review process identified the non-GAAP rationale, EY formulated a 
different non-GAAP rationale to justify the continued use of the reserve methodology.

� Former concurring partner, acting in a National office role, agreed with the conclusion that 
estimated sales returns could be accounted for like warranty obligations.

� The non-GAAP rationale was flagged in a PCAOB inspection of E&Y; after which, the company 
restated its financial statements.

� Sanctions:

� Firm: $2 million civil penalty and censure

� Signing partner for 2 audits: 2 year bar and $50,000 civil penalty

� Concurring partner for 2 audits and national office partner: 1 year bar and $25,000

� Second partner for 1 audit and signing partner for 1 audit: $25,000 civil penalty and censure 

� Second partner for 1 audit: Censure



Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations ----

Settled Disciplinary Proceedings Settled Disciplinary Proceedings Settled Disciplinary Proceedings Settled Disciplinary Proceedings (continued)(continued)(continued)(continued)

Bentleys Brisbane Partnership and Robert John Forbes, CA

Audit Failure Case
� Australian small firm and firm managing partner relied solely on a non-

PCAOB registered affiliated firm to perform the entire audit of an issuer 
located 2,200 miles from firm’s location.  Firm expressed an unqualified 
opinion based on only a limited review of other firm’s work papers.

� Failed to comply with PCAOB rules, quality control standards, and auditing 
standards, including audit planning and supervision standard (AU § 311)

� Misconduct initially identified by Inspections and referred to DEI
� Sanctions:

� Firm: Registration revoked with right to reapply two year after date of Order and 
$10,000 civil money penalty

� Partner: 2 year bar 



Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations ----

Settled Disciplinary Proceedings Settled Disciplinary Proceedings Settled Disciplinary Proceedings Settled Disciplinary Proceedings (continued)(continued)(continued)(continued)

In the Matter of Peter C. O’Toole, CPA, Darrin G. Estella, CPA and 
Jacqueline A. Higgins, CPA

Non-cooperation case
� Partner, Senior Manager, and Manager at Ernst & Young

� Failed to comply with AS3 and failed to cooperate with Inspections

� Improperly removed, added and backdated working papers in advance of 
an inspection

� Sanctions:
� Partner: 3 year bar and $50,000 civil penalty
� Senior Manager: 2 year bar 
� Manager: Censure



Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations ----

Settled Disciplinary Proceedings Settled Disciplinary Proceedings Settled Disciplinary Proceedings Settled Disciplinary Proceedings (continued)(continued)(continued)(continued)

Chisholm, Bierwolf, Nilson & Morrill LLC, Todd D. Chisholm, 
CPA, and Troy F. Nilson, CPA

Audit Failure / Non-cooperation case

� Failed to comply with PCAOB rules, quality control standards, and auditing 
standards in connection with multiple audits of multiple issuers

� Failed to cooperate with inspections

� Failed to cooperate with an investigation

� Misconduct initially identified by Inspections and referred to DEI

� Sanctions:

� Firm: Registration permanently revoked

� Chisholm: Permanently barred

� Nilson: 5 year bar



Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations Division of Enforcement and Investigations ----

Settled Disciplinary Proceedings Settled Disciplinary Proceedings Settled Disciplinary Proceedings Settled Disciplinary Proceedings (continued)(continued)(continued)(continued)

In The Matter of Price Waterhouse, Bangalore, et al. (PW– India)

Audit Failure/Non-cooperation case
� Arose out of massive fraud, including $1 billion overstatement of cash, at 

Satyam Computer Services, Limited
� Failed to maintain control over the confirmation process
� Failed to comply with AS3 and failed to cooperate with Inspections
� Violated Section 10A by not performing procedures to provide reasonable 

assurance of detecting illegal acts
� Violated Quality Control Standards relating to confirmations
� Sanctions:

� Censure
� Penalty $1.5 million ($7.5 million total)
� No new SEC issuer referred worked for 6 months
� Staff selection, training and pre-opinion review conditions
� Independent Monitor



Inspection Findings, Relevant Standards, Inspection Findings, Relevant Standards, Inspection Findings, Relevant Standards, Inspection Findings, Relevant Standards, 

and Case Studiesand Case Studiesand Case Studiesand Case Studies

� Auditing Equity Transactions

� Auditing Accounting Estimates

� Auditing Revenue

� Using the Work of Other Auditors



Restrictions on UseRestrictions on UseRestrictions on UseRestrictions on Use

� Information not necessarily compiled from inspection observations 

� Information intended to provide considerations and does not
necessarily represent  requirements of the PCAOB

� Specific procedures that may be performed in a given situation are 
determined on facts and circumstances



Auditing Equity Auditing Equity Auditing Equity Auditing Equity 

TransactionsTransactionsTransactionsTransactions



Auditing Equity TransactionsAuditing Equity TransactionsAuditing Equity TransactionsAuditing Equity Transactions

Inspection FindingsInspection FindingsInspection FindingsInspection Findings

� Stock exchanged for services was valued significantly lower than 
recent cash sales

� The applicable accounting principles were not considered

� Stock issued to extinguish debt was valued based on carrying value 
of the debt while evidence supported higher values for the stock



Auditing Equity TransactionsAuditing Equity TransactionsAuditing Equity TransactionsAuditing Equity Transactions

Relevant Auditing StandardRelevant Auditing StandardRelevant Auditing StandardRelevant Auditing Standard

� AU Section 328, Auditing Fair Value Measurements and 
Disclosures, paragraph .03, states, in part:

� The auditor should obtain sufficient appropriate audit evidence to 
provide reasonable assurance that fair value measurements and 
disclosures are in conformity with GAAP. . . . Although GAAP may not 
prescribe the method for measuring the fair value of an item, it 
expresses a preference for the use of observable market prices to 
make that determination.



Auditing Equity TransactionsAuditing Equity TransactionsAuditing Equity TransactionsAuditing Equity Transactions

Case Study No. 1- New Ideas, Inc.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground

� Your Firm has been engaged to audit the December 31, 2011 
financial statements of New Ideas, Inc. (“Company”). 

� The Company’s common stock is quoted on the OTCBB with normal 
weekly market activity of around 10,000 shares.  

� On March 1, June 1, and September 1, 2010, the Company granted 
options to employees to purchase five-million shares of the 
Company’s common stock at the $0.50 per share grant date quoted 
price.  

� In the quarter ended September 30, 2010, the Company generated 
its first product sales and thereby recognized $4 million of revenue in 
the second half of 2010.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground

� 2010 was a good year for the Company in that (1) it successfully
introduced its product to the market and generated revenue, and (2)
the Company remained on schedule with its other product
development goals.

� On April 10, 2011, the Company issued five-million shares of its
common stock for cash of $1 per share to a group of investors that
included existing shareholders, members of management, and new
investors.

� Subsequent to this stock issuance, the Company’s common stock
has been quoted on the OTCBB at or around $1.00 per share.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1

� Your Firm is conducting its review of the Company’s financial 
statements for the quarter ended September 30, 2011. 

� During the review, your Firm will perform auditing procedures with 
respect to any significant transactions as part of the year-end audit.

� You are the engagement partner and have just arrived at the client 
site for a meeting with the engagement team to discuss the audit. 

� In your discussions with the engagement team, you learned about 
the following equity transaction.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1

� On July 1, 2011 the Company issued 450,000 shares of common
stock as supplemental compensation to the three executive
members of management – the CEO, CFO, and COO – in
conjunction with new employment contracts.

� The Company’s controller told the team that this award was for the
Company’s strong performance in 2010.

� So, the Company recognized the related compensation expense in
the quarter ended September 30, 2011.

� The Company valued the shares of common stock issued at $0.50
per share as consistent with the exercise price for the employee
options granted in 2010.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1

� The audit procedures performed by the engagement team related to
this equity transaction included –

� Obtained a copy of the Board meeting minutes in which the issuance of
common stock to the three employees at fair value of $0.50 per share
was approved;

� Recalculated the compensation expense recognized of $225,000 as
the product of 450,000 shares at $0.50 per share and agreed this
amount to the financial statements; and

� Obtained management’s representation that the issuance of common
stock to the three employees was recorded at the fair value of the
Company’s common stock on the issuance date in accordance with
GAAP.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Timing of Expense RecognitionTiming of Expense RecognitionTiming of Expense RecognitionTiming of Expense Recognition

� ASC 718-10-35-2 states, in part: 

� The compensation cost for an award of share-based employee
compensation classified as equity shall be recognized over the
requisite service period, with a corresponding credit to equity
(generally, paid-in capital). The requisite service period is the period
during which an employee is required to provide service in
exchange for an award, which often is the vesting period.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Timing of Expense RecognitionTiming of Expense RecognitionTiming of Expense RecognitionTiming of Expense Recognition

� ASC 718-10-55-69 states, in part: 

� An explicit service period is one that is stated in the terms of the share-
based payment award. For example, an award that vests after three
years of continuous employee service has an explicit service
period of three years, which also would be the requisite service
period.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Fair Value of StockFair Value of StockFair Value of StockFair Value of Stock

� ASC 820-10-35-20 states:

� The definition of fair value focuses on assets and liabilities because they
are a primary subject of accounting measurement. However, the
definition of fair value also shall be applied to instruments
measured at fair value that are classified in stockholders’ equity.

� ASC 820-10-35-44 states, in part:

� The quoted price shall not be adjusted because of the size of the
position relative to trading volume (blockage factor). The use of a
blockage factor is prohibited, even if a market’s normal daily trading
volume is not sufficient to absorb the quantity held and placing orders to
sell the position in a single transaction might affect the quoted price.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Fair Value of StockFair Value of StockFair Value of StockFair Value of Stock

� ASC 820-10-35-51B states, in part:

� If the reporting entity concludes there has been a significant decrease
in the volume and level of activity for the asset or liability in relation
to normal market activity for the asset or liability (or similar assets or
liabilities), transactions or quoted prices may not be determinative of fair
value (for example, there may be increased instances of transactions
that are not orderly). Further analysis of the transactions or quoted
prices is needed, and a significant adjustment to the transactions or
quoted prices may be necessary to estimate fair value in accordance
with this Subtopic.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Scenario 2Scenario 2Scenario 2Scenario 2

� Your Firm is conducting the year-end audit of the Company’s 2011
financial statements.

� You are the engagement partner on the engagement and have just
arrived at the client site for a meeting with the engagement team to
discuss the audit.

� In your discussions with the engagement team, you learned about
the following equity transaction.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Scenario 2Scenario 2Scenario 2Scenario 2

� On October 1, 2011, the Company issued in total 200,000 common
shares to two consultants for two-thousand hours of product
development services to be provided over the twelve-months ending
September 30, 2012.

� The shares cliff vest on September 30, 2012 if all services are
provided or all shares are forfeited.

� Forfeiture of shares is the only consequence of non-performance
for the consultants.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Scenario 2Scenario 2Scenario 2Scenario 2

� The Company is recognizing compensation expense ratably over
the twelve months ending September 30, 2012.

� The Company valued the shares at the $1.00 per share quoted price
on the issue date.

� The market rate for the services to be provided by the consultants is
within a range of $80 to $120 per hour.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Scenario 2Scenario 2Scenario 2Scenario 2

� The audit procedures performed by the engagement team related to
this equity transaction included –

� Obtained copy of Board meeting minutes in which the issuance of
common stock to the two consultants at fair value of $1.00 per share
was approved;

� Recalculated total compensation of $200,000 (200,000 shares at $1.00
per share) to be recognized as $50,000 of compensation expense each
quarter during the twelve months ending September 30, 2012;

� Noted that $50,000 of compensation expense related to stock issued
to consultants was recognized in the 2011 financial statements; and

� Obtained management’s representation that the issuance of common
stock to the two consultants was recorded at the fair value of the
Company’s common stock on the issuance date in accordance with
GAAP.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Stock for Services Stock for Services Stock for Services Stock for Services –––– Nonemployees Nonemployees Nonemployees Nonemployees 

� ASC 505-50-30-11 states:

� An entity (the issuer, grantor, or purchaser) may enter into transactions
with nonemployees in which equity instruments are issued in exchange
for the receipt of goods or services or to provide a sales incentive. The
issuer shall measure the fair value of the equity instruments in these
transactions using the stock price and other measurement assumptions
as of the earlier of the following dates, referred to as the
measurement date:

� The date at which a commitment for performance by the counterparty to
earn the equity instruments is reached (a performance commitment)

� The date at which the counterparty's performance is complete.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Stock for Services Stock for Services Stock for Services Stock for Services –––– Nonemployees Nonemployees Nonemployees Nonemployees 

� ASC 505-50-30-12 states, in part: 

� A performance commitment is a commitment under which performance
by the counterparty to earn the equity instruments is probable because
of sufficiently large disincentives for nonperformance. The disincentives
must result from the relationship between the issuer and the
counterparty. Forfeiture of the equity instruments as the sole
remedy in the event of the counterparty's nonperformance is not
considered a sufficiently large disincentive for purposes of
applying this guidance.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Stock for Services Stock for Services Stock for Services Stock for Services –––– Nonemployees Nonemployees Nonemployees Nonemployees 

� ASC 505-50-30-13 states, in part:

� The counterparty's performance is complete when the counterparty
has delivered or, in the case of sales incentives, purchased the goods
or services . . .

� ASC 505-50-30-21 states, in part:

� The quantity and terms of the equity instruments may be known up
front. If this is the case and if it is appropriate under GAAP for the issuer
to recognize any cost of the transaction during financial reporting
periods before the measurement date, for purposes of recognition of
costs during those periods the equity instruments shall be measured
at their then-current fair values at each of those interim financial
reporting dates.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Scenario 3Scenario 3Scenario 3Scenario 3

� Your Firm is conducting the year-end audit of the Company’s 2011
financial statements.

� You are the engagement partner on the engagement and have just
arrived at the client site for a meeting with the engagement team to
discuss the audit.

� In your discussions with the engagement team, you learned about
the following equity transaction.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Scenario 3Scenario 3Scenario 3Scenario 3

� On November 1, 2011, the Company entered into a debt
extinguishment agreement whereby the Company issued 1.2 million
shares of common stock to an individual in exchange for the
extinguishment of $1 million of debt.

� The Company valued the shares of common stock issued at $0.83
per share, as that was the carrying value of the debt extinguished
per share of common stock issued.

� The controller stated that this price is reasonable as it is in the range
of the $0.50 per share exercise price of the 2010 option grants and
the $1.00 per share price of stock issued in April 2011.

� The controller also mentioned that the individual that received the
shares of common stock is an expert in the Company’s industry and
has advised the Company on industry issues in the past.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Stock for Debt TransactionsStock for Debt TransactionsStock for Debt TransactionsStock for Debt Transactions

� ASC 470-50-40-2 states, in part:

� If upon extinguishment of debt the parties also exchange unstated (or
stated) rights or privileges, the portion of the consideration
exchanged allocable to such unstated (or stated) rights or
privileges shall be given appropriate accounting recognition.
Moreover, extinguishment transactions between related entities may be
in essence capital transactions.



Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 Case Study No.1 –––– New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.New Ideas, Inc.

Stock for Debt TransactionsStock for Debt TransactionsStock for Debt TransactionsStock for Debt Transactions

� ASC 470-50-40-3 states:

� In an early extinguishment of debt through exchange for common or
preferred stock, the reacquisition price of the extinguished debt
shall be determined by the value of the common or preferred stock
issued or the value of the debt—whichever is more clearly evident.



Question AQuestion AQuestion AQuestion A

� PCAOB Rule 3400T(b) requires registered firms to comply with the 
quality control standards described in section 1000.08(o) of the 
AICPA SEC Practice Section Reference Manual, which in turn 
requires that a firm have policies and procedures in place to comply 
with Appendix L, section 1000.46 of that manual. Appendix L 
provides requirements for registered firms in the area of . . . 

A. Independence training

B. Restricted entity list

C. Firm personnel independence certifications

D. Independence information of partners and managers

E. All of the above



Question BQuestion BQuestion BQuestion B

� Appendix L requires registered firms to establish a training program to 
provide reasonable assurance that professionals understand the firm’s 
. . . 

A. Document retention policies

B. Emergency evacuation plans

C. Dress code

D. Independence policies

E. All of the above



AuditingAuditingAuditingAuditing Accounting Accounting Accounting Accounting 

EstimatesEstimatesEstimatesEstimates



Auditing Accounting EstimatesAuditing Accounting EstimatesAuditing Accounting EstimatesAuditing Accounting Estimates

Inspection FindingsInspection FindingsInspection FindingsInspection Findings

� Failed to obtain understanding of management’s evaluation of 
collectability of accounts receivable

� Failed to evaluate differences between management’s estimates 
and the firm’s expectations

� Failed to assess the appropriateness of the percentages applied to 
aging categories

� Failed to evaluate completeness and accuracy of aging reports



Auditing Accounting EstimatesAuditing Accounting EstimatesAuditing Accounting EstimatesAuditing Accounting Estimates

Relevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing Standards

� AU 342, Auditing Accounting Estimates, paragraph .04 states, in 
part:

� Even when management's estimation process involves competent 
personnel using relevant and reliable data, there is potential for bias 
in the subjective factors. Accordingly, when planning and performing 
procedures to evaluate accounting estimates, the auditor should 
consider, with an attitude of professional skepticism, both the 
subjective and objective factors.



Auditing Accounting Estimates Auditing Accounting Estimates Auditing Accounting Estimates Auditing Accounting Estimates 

Relevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing Standards

� AS 14, Evaluating Audit Results, paragraph 27, states, in part:

� Evaluating Bias in Accounting Estimates. Bias also can result from the 
cumulative effect of changes in multiple accounting estimates. If 
the estimates in the financial statements are grouped at one end of the 
range of reasonable estimates in the prior year and are grouped at the 
other end of the range of reasonable estimates in the current year, the 
auditor should evaluate whether management is using swings in 
estimates to achieve an expected or desired outcome, e.g., to offset 
higher or lower than expected earnings.



Auditing Accounting EstimatesAuditing Accounting EstimatesAuditing Accounting EstimatesAuditing Accounting Estimates

Relevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing Standards

� AU 316, Consideration of Fraud in a Financial Statement Audit, 
paragraph .64 states, in part:

� The auditor also should perform a retrospective review of 
significant accounting estimates reflected in the financial statements 
of the prior year to determine whether management judgments and 
assumptions relating to the estimates indicate a possible bias on the 
part of management. 



Auditing Accounting EstimatesAuditing Accounting EstimatesAuditing Accounting EstimatesAuditing Accounting Estimates

Relevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing Standards

� AU 316, paragraph .65 states:

� If the auditor identifies a possible bias on the part of management in 
making accounting estimates, the auditor should evaluate whether 
circumstances producing such a bias represent a risk of a material 
misstatement due to fraud. For example, information coming to the 
auditor's attention may indicate a risk that adjustments to the current-
year estimates might be recorded at the instruction of management to 
arbitrarily achieve a specified earnings target.



Auditing Accounting EstimatesAuditing Accounting EstimatesAuditing Accounting EstimatesAuditing Accounting Estimates

Case Study No. 2 – Better Wood, Inc.



Case Study No. 2 Case Study No. 2 Case Study No. 2 Case Study No. 2 –––– Better Wood, Inc.Better Wood, Inc.Better Wood, Inc.Better Wood, Inc.

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground

� Your Firm was engaged to audit the December 31, 2011 financial
statements of Better Wood, Inc. (“Company”)

� This will be your firm’s first audit of the Company

� The Company manufactures and sells wood products to builder
supply companies.

� The Company’s revenue and net income have declined during the
recent economic downturn.

� However, the Company has never reported a net loss.



Case Study No. 2 Case Study No. 2 Case Study No. 2 Case Study No. 2 –––– Better Wood, Inc.Better Wood, Inc.Better Wood, Inc.Better Wood, Inc.

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground

� Management believes that the Company’s stock price would be 
significantly impacted if the Company reported a net loss. 

� The economic downturn has had biggest impact on the Company in 
2011. 

� Yet, the Company reported a modest net income for 2011 of $3 
million on pretax income of $5 million.

� The Company’s two most significant accounting estimates are its 
allowance for doubtful accounts and its warranty reserve. 



Case Study No. 2 Case Study No. 2 Case Study No. 2 Case Study No. 2 –––– Better Wood, Inc.Better Wood, Inc.Better Wood, Inc.Better Wood, Inc.

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground

� The Company’s allowance for doubtful accounts is based on (1) a 
specific reserve for known exposures, and (2) a general reserve 
based on an historically determined percentage of each aging 
category. 

� The allowance has proven adequate in relation to bad debt write-
offs. 

� At year-end, the specific reserve was significantly higher than in 
prior years due to distress in the markets. 

� Management reduced the historical percentages in the general 
reserve since such a large portion of accounts receivable was 
specifically reserved. 

� Year-end allowance was $2.5 million lower.



Case Study No. 2 Case Study No. 2 Case Study No. 2 Case Study No. 2 –––– Better Wood, Inc.Better Wood, Inc.Better Wood, Inc.Better Wood, Inc.

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground

� The Company offers warranties on the sale of its products and 
records a reserve for estimated future claims based on historical 
experience. 

� Management develops a range of estimates of the warranty reserve 
in relation to revenue each year. 

� The ranges have consistently been 0.8 to 1.2 percent of revenue in 
each of the past five years and have proven reasonable in relation to 
actual claims paid. 

� For 2011, the Company accrued warranty reserves at a rate of 0.9 
percent of revenue. 

� Payments to settle warranty claims are consistent .



Case Study No. 2 Case Study No. 2 Case Study No. 2 Case Study No. 2 –––– Better Wood, Inc.Better Wood, Inc.Better Wood, Inc.Better Wood, Inc.

ScenarioScenarioScenarioScenario

� Your Firm is conducting its audit of the Company’s 2011 financial 
statements . You are engagement partner on the audit and have just 
arrived at the client site for a meeting with the engagement team.

� The audit procedures performed on the allowance for doubtful 
accounts and the warranty reserve included –

� Tested the process used by to develop these estimate and found the 
processes to be reasonable;

� Reviewed bad debt write-offs and warranty claims arising subsequent to 
the balance sheet date; and

� Obtained management's representation that the reserves were in 
accordance with GAAP. 



Question CQuestion CQuestion CQuestion C

� Appendix L requires registered firms to maintain a Restricted Entity 
List, which shall include . . . 

A. Any individuals with which firm personnel should not associate

B. All audit clients of the firm that are SEC registrants

C. Any companies that would not qualify for client acceptance

D. Other entities that the firm is required to be independent of under SEC 
requirements

E. B and D



Question DQuestion DQuestion DQuestion D

� Appendix L requires each professional to certify near the time of 
initial employment and at least annually thereafter that he or she . . . 

A. Has read the firm’s independence policies

B. Understands their applicability to his or her activities and those of his or 
her spouse and dependents

C. Has complied with the requirements of the firm’s independence policies 
since the prior certification

D. Has not associated with any restricted individuals

E. A, B, and C



Auditing Auditing Auditing Auditing RevenueRevenueRevenueRevenue



Auditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing Revenue

Inspection FindingsInspection FindingsInspection FindingsInspection Findings

� Failure to develop appropriate expectations

� Failure to disaggregate data to obtain necessary level of precision

� Failure to establish range of differences that would not require 
further investigation

� Failure to obtain corroboration of management’s explanations 
regarding significant unexpected differences

� Failure to test reliability of underlying data used in analytical 
procedures



Auditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing Revenue

Relevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing Standards

� AS 12, paragraph .68, states, in part:

� Presumption of Fraud Risk Involving Improper Revenue 
Recognition. The auditor should presume that there is a fraud 
risk involving improper revenue recognition and evaluate 
which types of revenue, revenue transactions, or assertions may 
give rise to such risks.

� AS 12, paragraph .71, states, in part:

� Factors that should be evaluated in determining which risks are 
significant risks include:

� Whether the risk is a fraud risk;

� Note: A fraud risk is a significant risk.



Auditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing Revenue

Relevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing Standards

� AU Section 329, Substantive Analytical Procedures, paragraph .09, 
states, in part:
� The auditor's reliance on substantive tests to achieve an audit objective 

related to a particular assertion may be derived from tests of details, 
from analytical procedures, or from a combination of both. The decision 
about which procedure or procedures to use to achieve a particular 
audit objective is based on the auditor's judgment on the expected 
effectiveness and efficiency of the available procedures. For 
significant risks of material misstatement, it is unlikely that audit 
evidence obtained from substantive analytical procedures alone 
will be sufficient. (See paragraph 11 of Auditing Standard No. 13, The 
Auditor’s Responses to the Risks of Material Misstatement) 



Auditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing Revenue

Relevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing Standards

� AS 13, paragraph 11 states: 
� For significant risks, the auditor should perform substantive procedures, 

including tests of details, that are specifically responsive to the 
assessed risks. 



Auditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing Revenue

Relevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing Standards

� AU Section 329, paragraph .19, states:
� Expectations developed at a detailed level generally have a greater 

chance of detecting misstatement of a given amount than do broad 
comparisons. Monthly amounts will generally be more effective than 
annual amounts and comparisons by location or line of business usually 
will be more effective than company-wide comparisons. The level of 
detail that is appropriate will be influenced by the nature of the client, its 
size and its complexity. Generally, the risk that material misstatement 
could be obscured by offsetting factors increases as a client's 
operations become more complex and more diversified. 
Disaggregation helps reduce this risk.



Auditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing Revenue

Relevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing Standards

� AU 329, paragraph .20 states, in part:
� In planning the analytical procedures as a substantive test, the auditor 

should consider the amount of difference from the expectation that 
can be accepted without further investigation. This consideration is 
influenced primarily by materiality and should be consistent with the 
level of assurance desired from the procedures. Determination of this 
amount involves considering the possibility that a combination of 
misstatements in the specific account balances, or class of transactions, 
or other balances or classes could aggregate to an unacceptable 
amount.



Auditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing Revenue

Relevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing Standards

� AU 329, paragraph .21 states, in part: 
� The auditor should evaluate significant unexpected differences. 

Reconsidering the methods and factors used in developing the 
expectation and inquiry of management may assist the auditor in this 
regard. Management responses, however, should ordinarily be 
corroborated with other evidential matter.



Auditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing Revenue

Relevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing Standards

� AU 329, paragraph .16, states, in part:
� The auditor should assess the reliability of the data by considering 

the source of the data and the conditions under which it was gathered, 
as well as other knowledge the auditor may have about the data. The 
following factors influence the auditor's consideration of the reliability of 
data for purposes of achieving audit objectives:

� Whether the data was obtained from independent sources outside the entity 
or from sources within the entity

� Whether sources within the entity were independent of those who are 
responsible for the amount being audited



Auditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing Revenue

Relevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing Standards

� AU 329, paragraph .16, states, in part (continued):
� Whether the data was developed under a reliable system with adequate 
controls

� Whether the data was subjected to audit testing in the current or prior 
year

� Whether the expectations were developed using data from a variety of 
sources



Auditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing RevenueAuditing Revenue

Case Study No. 3 – Grand Slam, Inc.



Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 –––– Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground

� Your Firm has been engaged to audit the December 31, 2011 
financial statements of Grand Slam, Inc.

� This will be your firm’s first audit of this issuer
� Grand Slam is a regional distributor of sporting goods offered by 

various suppliers
� Revenue is a significant account and the risk of material misstatement 

is high
� Grand Slam’s standard practice is to receive:

� Annual distribution agreement for each customer
� Purchase order for each sale



Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 –––– Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground

� Customers pay a $5,000 nonrefundable fee for one-year access to a 
proprietary database of product information upon signing a master 
distribution agreement 

� Grand Slam incurs no cost to provide customers database access 
following an initial setup with nominal cost

� Because access fee is nonrefundable and there is no cost to ensure 
ongoing access, Grand Slam recognizes the access fee immediately

� Shipping terms are FOB shipping point and revenues are recognized 
at time of shipment



Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 –––– Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.

Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1

� You, the engagement partner, have arrived at the client site to review 
work performed by the engagement team in area of revenue.

� Audit procedures performed included -

� Performed annual high-level analytical procedures of sales and gross 
margin

� Performed accounts receivable confirmation testing and a physical 
inventory observation as of year end

� Obtained management’s representation that revenue was recognized in 
accordance with GAAP



Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 –––– Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.

Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1

� The engagement team also informs you of the following specific 
matters:

� On November 15, 2011, Grand Slam entered into a new master 
distribution agreement with Customer A that is known to be 
experiencing financial difficulties and is not current on payments to 
Grand Slam. 

� The new agreement provides that future product purchases by 
Customer A can be paid to Grand Slam when Customer A resells 
the product. 



Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 –––– Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.

Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1

� On December 30, 2011, Grand Slam shipped a large amount of 
product to Customer A pursuant to a binding purchase order 
received on December 29, 2011. 

� Customer A received the product on January 2, 2012. 

� Grand Slam recognized revenue on the shipment in 2011.

� CFO stated that as title passed to Customer A upon shipment in 
2011 that the shipment represented valid revenue and should be 
recognized in 2011. 



Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 –––– Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.

Revenue Recognition Revenue Recognition Revenue Recognition Revenue Recognition 

� Staff Accounting Bulletin No. 104, Revenue Recognition, (SAB 104) 
states in part that the staff believes that revenue generally is 
realized or realizable and earned when all of the following criteria 
are met:

� Persuasive evidence of an arrangement exists;

� Delivery has occurred or services have been rendered;

� The seller’s price to the buyer is fixed or determinable; and

� Collectability is reasonably assured



Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 –––– Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.

Revenue Recognition Revenue Recognition Revenue Recognition Revenue Recognition 

� SAB 104, A.3.a, Interpretive Response, states, in part:

� The staff believes that delivery generally is not considered to have 
occurred unless the customer has taken title and assumed the risks 
and rewards of ownership of the products specified in the customer's 
purchase order or sales agreement. Typically this occurs when a 
product is delivered to the customer's delivery site (if the terms of the 
sale are "FOB destination") or when a product is shipped to the 
customer (if the terms are "FOB shipping point").



Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 –––– Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.

Revenue Recognition Revenue Recognition Revenue Recognition Revenue Recognition 

� SAB 104, A.2. Question 2, Interpretive Response, states, in part:
� Other situations may exist where title to delivered products passes to a 

buyer, but the substance of the transaction is that of a consignment or a 
financing. The staff believes that the presence of one or more of the 
following characteristics in a transaction precludes revenue recognition 
even if title to the product has passed to the buyer:

� The buyer has the right to return the product and:
� The buyer does not pay the seller at the time of sale but rather is 

obligated to pay at a specified date or dates, and the buyer’s obligation 
to pay is contractually or implicitly excused until the buyer resells 
the product or subsequently consumes or uses the product, 



Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 Case Study No. 3 –––– Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.Grand Slam, Inc.

Scenario 2Scenario 2Scenario 2Scenario 2

� As a result of your questions on analytical procedures in Scenario 1, 
the engagement team designed new procedures . . .   

� To compare monthly sales, cost of sales, and gross margin by product 
line, by customer, for 2011 and 2010;

� To investigate fluctuations over predetermined thresholds based on 
expectations; and

� To corroborate explanations for fluctuations with evidential matter.

� The monthly sales, cost of sales, and gross margin data used in the 
tests were obtained from the Monthly Sales Report, which is 
generated from the sales system and is not otherwise used or tested 
as part of the audit.



Question EQuestion EQuestion EQuestion E

� Appendix L requires procedures to provide reasonable assurance 
that information received from a firm’s partners and managers is 
complete and accurate, such as . . . 

A. Auditing, on a sample basis, selected information such as brokerage 
statements

B. Reading the Restricted Entity List

C. Alternative procedures that accomplish the same objective

D. Reconciling the Firm’s bank statements

E. A or C



Question FQuestion FQuestion FQuestion F

� When an auditor and his or her client enter into an agreement of 
indemnity which seeks to provide the auditor immunity from liability 
for his or her own negligent acts, whether of omission or 
commission, the auditor is . . . 

A. Placed on the Restricted Entity List

B. Not independent of his or her client

C. Required to resign from the engagement

D. Required to discuss with the audit committee

E. B and D



Using the Work of Other Using the Work of Other Using the Work of Other Using the Work of Other 

AuditorsAuditorsAuditorsAuditors



� Insufficient participation in the audit for firm that reported on financial 
statements as principal auditor

� Insufficient planning, supervision, review, and addressing of 
significant audit areas by firms when other auditors were used as 
assistants

Using the Work of  Other AuditorsUsing the Work of  Other AuditorsUsing the Work of  Other AuditorsUsing the Work of  Other Auditors

Inspection FindingsInspection FindingsInspection FindingsInspection Findings



Using the Work of Other AuditorsUsing the Work of Other AuditorsUsing the Work of Other AuditorsUsing the Work of Other Auditors

Relevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing Standards

� AU 543, Part of Audit Performed by Other Independent Auditors, 
paragraph .02, states, in part:

� Principal Auditor Decision

� In deciding this question, the auditor should consider, among other 
things, the materiality of the portion of the financial statements he has 
audited in comparison with the portion audited by other auditors, the 
extent of his knowledge of the overall financial statements, and the 
importance of the components he audited in relation to the 
enterprise as a whole.



Using the Work of Other AuditorsUsing the Work of Other AuditorsUsing the Work of Other AuditorsUsing the Work of Other Auditors

Relevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing Standards

� AU 543, paragraph .04, states, in part:

� Decision Not to Make Reference

� If the principal auditor is able to satisfy himself as to the independence 
and professional reputation of the other auditor (see paragraph .10) and 
takes steps he considers appropriate to satisfy himself as to the audit 
performed by the other auditor (see paragraph .12), he may be able 
to express an opinion on the financial statements taken as a whole 
without making reference in his report to the audit of the other auditor. 



Using the Work of Other AuditorsUsing the Work of Other AuditorsUsing the Work of Other AuditorsUsing the Work of Other Auditors

Relevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing Standards

� AS 10, Supervision of the Audit Engagement, paragraph 5 states, in 
part:

� The engagement partner . . . should: 

� Inform engagement team members of their responsibilities, including: 

� The objectives of the procedures that they are to perform; 

� The nature, timing, and extent of procedures they are to perform; and 

� Matters that could affect the procedures to be performed 



Using the Work of Other AuditorsUsing the Work of Other AuditorsUsing the Work of Other AuditorsUsing the Work of Other Auditors

Relevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing StandardsRelevant Auditing Standards

� AS 10, paragraph 5 states, in part:

� The engagement partner . . . should: 

� Direct engagement team members to bring significant accounting and 
auditing issues to the engagement partner 

� Review the work of engagement team members to evaluate whether: 

� The work was performed and documented; 

� The objectives of the procedures were achieved; and

� The results of the work support the conclusions reached.



Using the Work of Other AuditorsUsing the Work of Other AuditorsUsing the Work of Other AuditorsUsing the Work of Other Auditors

Case Study No. 4 – Magic Medicines, Inc.



Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 –––– Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.

BackgroundBackgroundBackgroundBackground

� Your Firm was engaged to audit the December 31, 2011 financial
statements of Magic Medicines, Inc. (“Magic”)

� This will be your firm’s first audit of Magic

� Magic is headquartered in the US, with an operating subsidiary
located in France.

� Approximately 39 percent of the assets and 42 percent of the
revenue reflected in consolidated financial statements are
associated with the French subsidiary.



Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 –––– Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.

Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1

� You are the Firm’s Director of Quality Control and you are
conducting an internal inspection of the Firm’s audit of the French
subsidiary of Magic. Key facts to the audit of the French subsidiary
are as follows:
� A PCAOB registered firm located in France was engaged to perform the

audit of the French subsidiary
� Your Firm served as principal auditor and used the work and report of

the French firm under the requirements of AU 543
� Your Firm did not make reference to the audit of the other auditor in its

opinion on Magic’s consolidated financial statements



Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 –––– Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.

Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1

� Documentation indicates that, during the planning phase of the 
audit, the lead engagement partner discussed the following items 
with the engagement partner of the French firm:

� Significant financial reporting matters including elimination of 
intercompany transaction and accounts;

� Inclusion of French subsidiary’s financial statements in the consolidated 
financial statements of Magic;

� The Firm’s intention to rely on the French firm's audit;

� Confirmation that the French firm’s engagement team possessed 
sufficient familiarity with US GAAP and the pharmaceutical industry due 
to the team’s experience on other similar audits; and 

� The French firm’s intention to perform its audit in accordance with 
French GAAS as the firm is not familiar with PCAOB Standards.



Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 –––– Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.

Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1

� The Firm’s planning documentation stated that while the US 
engagement team is not familiar with French GAAS, the French 
firm’s lack of familiarity with PCAOB standards is not viewed as 
being a problem because, based on discussion with the French 
engagement partner, there does not appear to be any significant 
differences between French GAAS and PCAOB standards.

� The engagement team determined it to be impracticable to travel to 
France due to cost and time constraints. 



Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 –––– Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.

Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1Scenario 1

� The engagement team obtained the audited financial statements of 
the French subsidiary and the French firm's audit report, which 
referenced French GAAS. The French subsidiary's financial 
statements agreed to the translated consolidating financial 
statements. The French firm provided the US engagement team with 
a copy of the following work papers:

� Any findings affecting the consolidating of accounts;

� A schedule and description of accumulated misstatements and related 
evaluation;

� Significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in ICFR;

� A letter of representations from management; and

� All matters to be communicated to the audit committee.



Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 –––– Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.

Scenario 2Scenario 2Scenario 2Scenario 2

� You are the Firm’s Director of Quality Control and you are
conducting an internal inspection of the Firm’s audit of the French
subsidiary of Magic. Key facts of the audit are as follows:

� Your Firm engaged an audit assistant, fluent in English, from a PCAOB 
registered firm located in France to perform audit procedures on the 
French subsidiary. 

� The assistant has five years of experience auditing commercial 
enterprises in France but has no experience with US GAAP or PCAOB 
Standards. 

� The Firm decided it was impracticable to travel to the French subsidiary 
due to cost and time.



Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 –––– Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.

Scenario 2Scenario 2Scenario 2Scenario 2

� The engagement partner  . . . 

� discussed the overall financial statements and the significant financial 
reporting matters with the assistant,

� communicated the expected time frame of the audit work and the 
preliminary materiality level, and

� provided the assistant with a set of standard audit program templates 
from its audit methodology provider.   



Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 Case Study No. 4 –––– Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.Magic Medicines, Inc.

Scenario 2Scenario 2Scenario 2Scenario 2

� The assistant planned and performed audit procedures to test all 
account balances greater than tolerable misstatement. 

� The engagement partner received and reviewed the following work 
papers from the assistant three days prior to the report release date:

� completed audit programs, and 

� engagement completion document.  
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Remediation: Live

Karen Kubis, Division of Registration and 
Inspections

Alan Skinner, Division of Registration 
and Inspections
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Objectives of Presentation

� Overview of remediation process

� Standard remediation communications

� Frequently asked questions
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Overview of Remediation Process

� Section 104 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act and 
PCAOB Rule 4009 govern the process for 
addressing quality control criticisms 

� 12-month remediation period begins on the date of 
the final inspection report

� These criticisms or potential defects are made public 
only if they are not satisfactorily addressed by the 
firm before the 12-month period deadline

� The criticisms or potential defects will remain nonpublic if 
the quality control criticisms are satisfactorily addressed
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Step 1 - Final Inspection Report Issued

� A transmittal letter will accompany the final 
inspection report 

� It describes the remediation process and provides 
examples of documentation to be submitted to the 
PCAOB as part of its response 

� Contact name and number also provided
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Step 2 - Responding to the Quality Control 
Observations

� Difference between the response to the draft 
inspection report and the remediation response

� If the firm intends its response to the comment 
forms or the draft inspection report to serve as 
its only submission, submit a copy of that 
response and inform the PCAOB staff of that 
fact in writing 
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Step 2 - Responding to the Quality Control 
Observations

� Firm is not required to address the quality 
control criticisms 
� No response will result in Board making the quality 

control criticisms public

� Format of the response

� Follow the guidance in the transmittal letter 
that accompanies the final inspection report 
� Initiate a dialog with the staff

� Draft submissions are encouraged 

� Contact the staff if you have any questions
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Step 2 - Responding to the Quality Control 
Observations

� When contacted early in the process, the 
Board’s staff is available to discuss proposed 
remedial actions, review draft submissions, and 
make suggestions

� Early contact with the staff results in a more 
meaningful dialog of remedial actions and 
generally results in more satisfactory outcomes
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Step 2 - Responding to the Quality Control 
Observations

� Remedial actions should be closely aligned to 
the findings in the report

� Firm must demonstrate that it has remediated 
the quality control observations before the 12-
month deadline

� Each quality control criticism or potential defect 
should be addressed separately
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Step 2 – Other Considerations

� Submission should also include documentation 
related to:
� AU sections 390 and 561 follow-up procedures on 

the audit deficiencies included in the report 

� Any response to the Board’s suggestion regarding a 
re-review of the audits not subject to inspection
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Step 3 – Evaluation of Firm Response

� If additional documentation or clarification is 
needed, PCAOB staff will contact firm 

� Based upon information provided, the Director 
of Registrations and Inspections will make a 
recommendation to the Board

� Board reviews recommendation and makes the 
final remediation determination
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Standard Remediation 
Communications 

� Initial transmittal letter that accompanies 
final report 

� 6-month letter 

� 60-day letter

� Notification of Division’s recommendation 

� Letter from the Board
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Frequently Asked Questions

� Review of Debits and Credits LLP 
inspection report



Break

(15 minutes)
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SEC CF Staff Review of Common 

Financial Reporting Issues Facing 

Smaller Issuers

Kevin Woody

Division of Corporation Finance

June 2012
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The Securities and Exchange 
Commission, as a matter of policy, 
disclaims responsibility for any 
private publication or statement by 
any of its employees.  Therefore, the 
views expressed today are our own,  
and do not necessarily reflect the 
views of the Commission or the other 
members of the staff of the 
Commission.

Disclaimer
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Agenda

�Overview of the Division of Corporation  
Finance

�Recent Developments

�The CF Staff Review Process

�Frequent CF Staff Comment Areas

�Resources
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Overview of the 

Division of Corporation Finance
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Overview of the Division of Corporation

Finance

What we do

� Selectively review the disclosure documents filed by 
public companies (including initial registrations)

� Provide interpretive assistance on SEC rules and forms 

� Recommend new and revised rules to the Commission

Organization 
� Disclosure Operations (12 industry groups) 

� Legal and Regulatory Policy

• Office of Chief Accountant

� Policy and Capital Markets
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Recent Developments
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Key SEC Developments

Commission Actions

� Dodd-Frank Act Rulemaking and Studies

� JOBS Act Rulemaking and Studies

� Commission Statement in Support of Convergence and 
Global Accounting Standards  
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Key CF Staff Initiatives

� Division of Corporation Finance Financial Reporting Manual 
Updates (FRM)

� Corporation Finance Compliance and Disclosure Interpretations 
(CDI)

� CF Disclosure Guidance Topics

� Staff Observations in the Review of Forms 8-K Filed to Report 
Reverse Mergers and Similar Transactions

� Cybersecurity

� SEC CF Staff Review of Common Financial Reporting Issues 
Facing Smaller Issuers (Dec. 2011) slides 
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The CF Staff Review Process
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Filings Subject to CF Staff 

Review

�Selected by the CF non-public screening 
criteria and Sarbanes-Oxley Section 408 
requirements

�IPOs 

�Other registration statements

�Proxy statements 

�Form 8-K - Item 4.01, Item 4.02 and reverse 
mergers

�Other
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Types of Comments

�Request for additional supplemental information

�Provide additional or different disclosure in a future 
filing

�Amend filing to revise financial statements or 
disclosure

�Completion of review letter
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Best Practices

� Submit all correspondence with the Staff on EDGAR

� Document your decision-making contemporaneously

� Do not copy disclosure from other companies – use it as an 
example, but create your own

� Respond  promptly

� Make sure accountants are involved for accounting matters

� Make responses comprehensive 

� Pick up the phone and give us a call
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Frequent CF Staff Comment Areas
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Frequent CF Staff Comment Areas

� Reverse Mergers

� Disclosure Controls and Procedures, Internal Control 
over Financial Reporting and Certifications

� Equity Transactions

� Stock Compensation

� Embedded Conversion Options and Freestanding 
Warrants

� Deferred tax valuation allowances

� Form 8-K – Items 4.01 and 4.02

� Audit Reports

� SRC Status
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Reverse Mergers

Frequent Areas of Comment:

� Form 10-type information in Form 8-K

• Financial Statements due within 4 business days (no 
71-day extension)

� Financial Statement updates on Form 8-K 

• Staff Interpretation of Exchange Act Rule 13a-1

� Required Form 8-K items not filed

• Including Item 4.01 Form 8-K (Change in Accountants)

� Internal Control over Financial Reporting

• Regulation S-K Compliance and Disclosure 
Interpretation 215.02
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Illustration of CF Staff 

Interpretation of Rule 13a-1 

�Reverse merger occurs on February 1, 2012

�Non-accelerated shell (accounting acquiree) and 
nonpublic operating company (accounting acquirer) 
have calendar year-ends

�Audited f/s of the private op co for the y/e 12/31/10 
and the unaudited f/s for the interim period ended 
9/30/10 and comparable prior periods would be filed 
on Form 8-K/A (no 71-day extension)

�Registrant would file its annual report on Form 10-K 
for the y/e 12/31/11 within 90 days after 12/31/11 

�Registrant would file the same info required in a 
Form 10-K of the private op co in an amended Form 
8-K by the same Form 10-K due date – 90 days after 
12/31/11. 

�See FRM Section 12220.1 
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Reverse Mergers & “Back Door” 

Registrations

Accounting acquirer’s audited F/S presented for 

all historical periods in subsequent reports

� Earnings per share recast to reflect exchange ratio

� Eliminate retained earnings of shell or legal acquirer

� Common stock of shell or legal acquirer continues

Audit Issues

� PCAOB Standards
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Reverse Mergers & “Back Door” 

Registrations

Recapitalization Example:
� The transaction was consummated 4/1/12

� Shell has 100,000 shares o/s @ 3/31/12 ($1 par)

� Shell has stockholders equity of $125,000 @ 3/31/12

� OpCo has 100,000 shares o/s @ 3/31/12 ($2 par)

� Shell issues 400,000 shares for 100% of OpCo

� Post-recap entity has no other equity transactions from

4/1/12 – 6/30/12

� Post-recap entity has net income of $300,000 for the

period from 4/1/12 – 6/30/12
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Reverse Mergers & “Back Door” 

Registrations

Retained

Number Shares Earnings

of Shares at Par ($2) APIC (Deficit) Total

1/1/11 60,000 120,000 600,000 300,000 1,020,000 

Shares issued for 
services 7/1/11 20,000 40,000 110,000 150,000 

Net Income 250,000 250,000 

12/31/11 80,000 160,000 710,000 550,000 1,420,000 

Shares issued for 
cash 2/1/12 20,000 40,000 190,000 230,000 

Net Income 200,000 200,000 

3/31/12 100,000 200,000 900,000 750,000 1,850,000 

OpCo SSE 1/1/11 -

3/31/12
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Reverse Mergers & “Back Door” 

Registrations

Retained

Number Shares Earnings

of Shares at Par ($1) APIC (Deficit) Total

1/1/11 240,000 240,000 480,000 300,000 1,020,000 

Shares issued for 
services 7/1/11 80,000 80,000 70,000 150,000 

Net Income 250,000 250,000 

12/31/11 320,000 320,000 550,000 550,000 1,420,000 

Shares issued for 
cash 2/1/12 80,000 80,000 150,000 230,000 

Net Income 200,000 200,000 

3/31/12 400,000 400,000 700,000 750,000 1,850,000 

Recapitalization 
4/1/12 100,000 100,000 25,000 125,000 

Net Income 300,000 300,000 

6/30/12 500,000 500,000 725,000 1,050,000 2,275,000 

Post-Recapitalization Continuing Entity SSE 

1/1/11 - 6/30/12
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Disclosure Controls & Procedures 

(DC&P)

Conclusions

� Disclosure should state DC&P conclusion in clear and 
unqualified language – effective or not effective

� “Adequate” or “Effective except forQ” are inappropriate

� “Effective” DC&P conclusion when ICFR conclusion is 
“ineffective”

� Consider reassessing conclusions upon the filing of any 
amendments

Incomplete definition of DC&P

� If definition is included, should conform exactly to 
Exchange Act Rule 13a-15 (note definition is not 
required)
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Internal Control over Financial 

Reporting (ICFR)
Management Reports under Item 308(a) of 

Regulation S-K

� Separate evaluation and assessment from evaluation of 
disclosure controls and procedures

� All four elements in Item 308(a) must be addressed in 
disclosure – for accelerated filers only

� ICFR cannot be “effective” if material weakness exists

� Clear conclusion (either “effective” or “ineffective”)

SOX Section 302 Certifications should not deviate

from specific form and content in Item 601(b)(31)(i) 

of Regulation S-K

� Include all paragraphs (including paragraph 4(b))
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Internal Control over Financial 

Reporting (ICFR)

Disclosures that companies should consider when material 

weakness exists (see SEC Release No. 33-8810)

� Nature of the material weakness (i.e., identification of the 
deficiency)

� Impact of material weakness on the company’s financial 
reporting and its ICFR

� Disclosures should be detailed and specific for each 
material weakness identified

Material changes in ICFR

� Changes in circumstances without disclosures of changes 
in internal controls

� Change in conclusion on effectiveness 

� Avoid boilerplate disclosure
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ICFR For Registrants With Substantially 

All Their Operations Outside U.S.

Evaluating 

�Background and training of CFO or other 
person(s) responsible for maintaining books 
and records and preparing financial 
statements

�Seek information:
• Specific nature of U.S. GAAP experience
• Specific roles / duties of person with U.S. 

GAAP experience
• Services performed by a third party CPA or 

consultants – specific nature, extent 
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Equity Transactions

Fair Value Determination – New ASU 2011-04

� If publicly traded in an active market, use quoted market price 

• If discounts are appropriate under the circumstances, they 
should be supported by objective evidence

� If stock not publicly traded in active market

a) Use quoted price in an active market for the identical item
held by another party

b)  Use observable inputs, such as quoted market price in a 
market that is not active

c)  If (a) and (b) not available, valuation technique (e.g. income 
approach or market approach)

Disclosure

� A description of the significant factors, methods and 
assumptions used  to value stock options, warrants and other 
equity instruments

• Footnotes 

• MD&A (critical accounting estimates)
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Stock Compensation

�Disclosure requirements under ASC 718-10-50-1 
and 2

�Valuation prior to IPO (“cheap stock”) 

• AICPA Practice Aid – valuation and disclosure 
guidance

• FRM Section 9520 – provides guidance on 
critical accounting estimates and MD&A 
disclosure 

• FRM Section 7520.1 – disclosures when 
estimated fv of stock is less than IPO price
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Embedded Conversion Options and 

Freestanding Warrants
Scope 

� Applies to all contracts that are indexed to, and 
potentially settled in a company’s own stock (e.g., 
warrants, many conversion options) 

Common Pitfalls

� Cash settlement provisions

� Insufficient authorized shares

� No limit on the number of shares to be delivered

� Incorrect conclusion on whether instrument is 
indexed to a company’s own stock 

• “Ratchet Provisions” -- paragraphs 33 and 34 of 
FASB ASC 815-40-55 (Example 8 of EITF 07-5)
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Embedded Conversion Options and 

Freestanding Warrants

Valuation Issues

�Inappropriate model being used to value 
certain derivatives

� Black-Scholes may not be appropriate in 
many situations given complex features and 
terms of conversion option (e.g., combined 
embedded derivatives)

Evaluate the provisions of your  agreements 

carefully (anti-dilution provisions, warrant, 

registration rights, etc.)
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Income Taxes – DTAs

ASC 740-10-30-21 

“Forming a conclusion that a valuation 

allowance is not needed is difficult when 

there is negative evidence such as 

cumulative losses in recent years.”
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Form 8-K – Item 4.01 (S-K 304)

�Item 4.01 8-K required:

• Change in auditor

• Reverse Acquisitions

• Accounting firm mergers

�Frequent compliance issues:

• Exhibit 16 letter

• Subsequent interim period

• Disagreements and reportable events through the 
termination date

• Failure to specify whether former accountant resigned, 
declined to stand for re-election or was dismissed
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Form 8-K – Item 4.01

�CDIs  and FRM- Reg. S-K Section 111 and 211; 
Exchange Act Form 8-K, Section 114 and 214; 
FRM 4530. (List only includes items related to non-accelerated filers)

• Subsequent interim period

• No reportable events

• Going Concern

• Revocation of PCAOB registration

• Time period preceding resignation, declination or 
dismissal
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Form 8-K – 4.02

Frequent Compliance Issues:

� Triggering event other than non-reliance 
conclusion (e.g., completion of restatement) 

� Unclear statement regarding non-reliance 

� Brief description of facts lacking or unclear

� “Stealth Restatements”

� See Exchange Act Form 8-K Compliance and 
Disclosure Interpretation 215.01
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Audit Reports

�Audit report signatures

�Development stage

�Revoked registration with PCAOB

�Waiver process
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Smaller Reporting Company Status

Transition to Smaller Reporting Company 
Status

� Public float < $50 million on last business day of Q2
� If public float = $0, < $40 million audited annual  

revenues

� Still considered an accelerated filer through the end of 
the fiscal year

• May elect SRC reporting immediately for disclosure 
purposes, but subject to accelerated filer deadlines

• Attestation report on ICFR is not required in 10-K
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Smaller Reporting Company 

Status

Transition to other reporting company 
status

� Public float ≥ $75 million on last business day of Q2

� If public float = $0, > $50 million audited annual revenues

� Remain an SRC through fiscal year end; larger filer 
disclosure required starting with Q1 10-Q

� May elect SRC disclosure for 10-K and proxy statement 
relating to exit year BUT

� Accelerated filer for purposes of 10-K, including 
inclusion of attestation report on ICFR
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Resources
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Resources

www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin.shtml

�General

�Filing Review Process 

�Statutes, Rules, and Forms 

�Compliance & Disclosure Interpretations

�What’s New?

�Information for Small Businesses -
www.sec.gov/info/smallbus.shtml
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Resources

Information for Accountants 
www.sec.gov/divisions/corpfin/cfreportingguidance.shtml

• Division Financial Reporting Manual

• Compliance & Disclosure Interpretations

• Staff Accounting Bulletins

• Corporation Finance Comment Letters

• Corporation Finance Filing Review Process

• Other Frequently Requested Material

o Presentation from last year’s Forums

o Letters to Industry (a/k/a “Dear CFO Letters”)

o CF Disclosure Guidance Topics
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Resources

Whom do I contact for assistance and how?

� Comment process – Disclosure Operations CF Staff 

• Names and number will be on comment letter

� Staff interpretation or informal question

• Financial Reporting – CF Office of Chief Accountant at (202) 
551-3400 or submit request through online form at 
https://tts.sec.gov/cgi-bin/corp_fin_interpretive

• U.S. GAAP – SEC Office of the Chief Accountants at 202-551-
5300 or  OCA@sec.gov

• Small Business Policy – CF Office of Small Business Policy 
(202) 551-3460

• Interpretive questions  - CF Office of  Chief Counsel  at 202-
551-3500

• EDGAR question – EDGAR Filer Support at 202-551-8900
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Resources

Formal Requests related to financial reporting 

� Pre-filing accommodations/waivers/interpretations of 
reporting requirements

� Address to the DCF Chief Accountant 

� Mail or email to dcaoletters@sec.gov

� Clearly state issue and relief sought

� Clearly state facts and relate them to analysis of issue

� Clearly state the basis for relief

Formal consultations on the application of GAAP 
should be sent to - OCA@sec.gov

� www.sec.gov/info/accountants/ocasubguidance.htm
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Questions

Key Telephone Numbers:

Corporation Finance Office of Chief Accountant (202) 551-3400

Corporation Finance Office of Chief Counsel (202) 551-3500

Corporation Finance Office of Small Business Policy (202) 551-3460

SEC Office of the Chief Accountant (202) 551-5300
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Closing Remarks and 
Wrap-Up

Jay D. Hanson

Board Member, PCAOB 

June 19, 2012

Atlanta, GA


